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Kelly Services® Named a Top "Military Friendly Spouse Employer" by Military Spouse 
Magazine

TROY, MI -- (Marketwire) -- 11/13/12 -- Kelly Services today announced that it has been designated as one of 25 companies 
named to the Military Friendly Spouse Employers® list by Military Spouse magazine. The sixth annual list recognizes companies 
that hire spouses of active duty service members and make an effort to develop workforce development policies that 
acknowledge the unique challenges of military life. 

Kelly®, a company that has been actively working with veterans and their families since the company's founding in 1946, was 
recognized for its forward looking policies that support the unique employment needs of military spouses. Kelly has established 
key partnerships with many organizations to match the talented men and women of the military -- and their spouses -- with the 
right employment opportunity. 

"At Kelly, we go beyond just providing employment opportunities," said Jocelyn Lincoln, Vice President of Americas Recruiting 
for Kelly Services. "We work with individual military programs across the country to help them understand civilian corporations 
and the ever-evolving workplace of today. Kelly has a strong belief in enriching people's lives with career opportunities that 
change them for the better." 

The annual list was compiled from data collected by Military Spouse's sister magazine G.I. Jobs. G.I. Jobs surveys companies 
across the nation to find out which ones really are the best places for people transitioning out of the military to find great civilian 
jobs. G.I. Jobs considered job-hunting military spouses when they distributed the Military Friendly Employers® list survey. The 
survey contained questions that addressed spouses' biggest concerns, which included flexibility when their spouse is deployed 
and opportunities for continued employment and advancement in the midst of frequent moves. The full list can be viewed at: 
www.militaryfriendly.com/home/mfse  

Victory Media, publisher of Military Spouse magazine, is a service-disabled, veteran-owned small business and has been 
serving the military community since 2001. Our Military Friendly® lists and methodology can be found at 
www.MilitaryFriendly.com. Our data-driven lists are published in G.I. Jobs, Military Spouse, Vetrepreneur magazines, 
republished in periodicals like USA Today, Wall Street Journal and are frequently cited on national TV programs such as CNN, 
CNBC, NBC, Fox News and others. 

Kelly Services, Inc. (NASDAQ: KELYA) (NASDAQ: KELYB) is a leader in providing workforce solutions. Kelly offers a 
comprehensive array of outsourcing and consulting services as well as world-class staffing on a temporary, temporary-to-hire, 
and direct-hire basis. Serving clients around the globe, Kelly provides employment to more than 550,000 employees annually. 
Revenue in 2011 was $5.6 billion. Visit kellyservices.com and connect with us on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. Download 
The Talent Project, a free iPad app by Kelly Services.  
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